Despite considerable experimental and analytical research in the past, modern regulations still adopt very conservative simplified formulas for the compressive strength of masonry. The present paper contributes to the understanding of masonry under compression, using a novel non-linear homogenisation tool that includes the possibility of tensile and compressive progressive damage, both in the unit and mortar. The simplified homogenised model uses an iterative procedure and a few ingenious micro-deformation mechanisms, being able to accurately reproduce complex simulations carried out with non-linear continuum finite element analysis, at a marginal cost of CPU time and with no convergence difficulties. In addition, the comparison of the model with experimental results available in the literature indicates that an estimation of the compressive strength of masonry better than the one provided by the codes is possible, using the mechanical and geometrical properties of the masonry components.
Introduction
The mechanical behaviour of different unreinforced masonry types is generally characterised by the same common feature: a very low tensile strength. This property is so important that it has determined the shape of ancient constructions until the 19th century. For more than ten thousand years, masonry structures have been used only in compression, and this is still a normal practice nowadays unless reinforced or prestressed masonry is used. Therefore, the compressive strength of masonry in the direction normal to the bed joints has been traditionally regarded as the sole relevant structural material property, at least until the recent introduction of numerical methods for masonry structures.
The conventional uniaxial compressive strength of masonry in the direction normal to the bed joints can be obtained from the European standards CEN [1] , shown in Fig. 1(a) . The CEN specimen is however large and costly to execute, requiring very large loads at failure, especially when compared to the standard cube or cylinder tests for concrete. A simpler test frequently used to obtain the vertical uniaxial compressive strength is the stacked bond prism, see Fig. 1(b) , even if it is clear that this test provides slightly different results than the standard test [2] [3] [4] .
The study of stacked masonry under compression made possible the development of simple compression failure theories, see [5] for details. Since the pioneering work of Hilsdorf [6] it has been generally accepted that the difference in elastic properties of the unit and mortar is the precursor of failure. Uniaxial compression of masonry leads to a state of tri-axial compression in the mortar and of compression/biaxial tension in the unit. This issue was further pursued by several authors, particularly by McNary and Abrams [7] that report a comprehensive testing program aiming at the tri-axial characterisation of brick and mortar. Recently, sophisticated non-linear analyses of masonry under compression have been carried out using continuum finite element models. The problem of reproducing the experimental response of the masonry composite from the behaviour of masonry components is rather difficult due to the number of influencing parameters and the complex micro-structure, but some authors seem to have succeeded, e.g. Brencich et al. [8] . The validity of simplified approaches assuming uniform states of stress in masonry components and more complex approaches using continuum finite elements have been questioned by Shrive and Jessop [9] and Pina-Henriques and Lourenço [10] .
The need for further research is confirmed by the fact the modern codes, CEN [11] and ACI [12] , refuse to accept any simplified theory. The compressive strength of masonry can only be determined using empirical formulas (of course conservative because they result from a lower envelope of a failure database) or experimental testing for the specific combination of geometry and materials. The present paper aims at further discussing the mechanics of masonry under compression and at proposing a homogenisation tool that is able to reproduce the results of advanced non-linear finite element computations, at a marginal fraction of the cost. For this purpose, a homogenisation approach previously developed by the authors [13, 14] is extended for the first time to the case of masonry under compression. With this extension and after validation of the theory, a thorough discussion on the most significant parameters affecting the behaviour of masonry under compression is made and the homogenisation approach is used for a comparison with experimental results available in the literature. It is believed that the paper represents a significant contribution to the discussion of masonry behaviour under compression, much more than a simple extension of a homogenisation model that proved to yield adequate results in terms of elastic results and tensile loading. It is much relevant that the proposed simplified approach provides results almost equal to very complex non-linear finite element analysis of a masonry representative volume.
Formulation of the model

General
Zucchini and Lourenço [13] have shown that the elastic mechanical properties of an orthotropic material equivalent to a basic masonry cell can be derived from a suitable micromechanical model with appropriate deformation mechanisms, which take into account the staggered alignment of the units in a masonry wall. The unknown internal stresses and strains can be found from equilibrium equations at the interfaces between the basic cell components, from a few ingenuous assumptions on the kinematics of the basic cell deformation and by forcing the macro-deformations of the model and of the homogeneous material to contain the same strain energy. This homogenisation model has already been extended with good results to non-linear problems in the case of a masonry cell failure under tensile loading parallel to the bed joint [14] . The simulation has been accomplished by coupling the elastic micromechanical model with a damage model for joints and units by means of an iterative solution procedure to calculate the damage coefficients. A simple isotropic damage model with only one single parameter has been utilized, because the discrete internal structure of the cell, and implicitly its global anisotropic behaviour, is taken into account by the three-dimensional micromechanical model. The geometry for the basic masonry cell and its components is shown in Fig. 2 , where it can be seen that the complex geometry is replaced by four components, namely unit, bed joint, head joint and cross joint.
Adopted coupled homogenisation-damage model
This paper addresses the problem of a basic masonry cell under compressive loading perpendicular to the bed joint. When the basic cell is loaded only with normal stresses, the micromechanical model of Zucchini and Lourenço [13] assumes that all shear stresses and strains inside the basic cell can be neglected, except the in-plane shear stress and strain (r xy and e xy ) in the bed joint and in the unit. The non-zero stresses and strains in the bed joint, head joint and unit are assumed to be constant, with the exception of the normal stress r xx in the unit, which is a linear function of x and accounts for the effect of the shear r xy in the bed joint, and with the exception of the shear stress r xy in the unit, which is linear in y. The coupling of this model with a material damage model in tension [14] leads to an iterative algorithm, in which at each cycle a system of equilibrium equations is solved to obtain the unknown effective stresses and strains, making use of the damage coefficients from the previous iteration. The damage coefficients can then be updated, by means of the damage model, from the new stresses and the process is iterated until convergence of the coefficients, within an input tolerance. Finally, the damaged internal stresses in the cell components and the unknown homogenised stresses and strains can be derived from the values of the converged internal stresses.
The governing linear system of 20 equilibrium equations in the unknown internal stresses and strains of the masonry cell, to be solved at each iteration, can be rewritten for a strain driven compression in y, as
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As shown in Fig. 3 , l is half of the unit length, h is half of the unit height and t is half of the bed joint width. Here also, E is the Young modulus, G is the shear modulus, m is the Poisson coefficient, e ij is the strain component and r ij is the stress component. Unit, bed joint, head joint and cross joint variables are indicated throughout this paper, respectively, by the superscripts b, 1, 2 and 3, according to Fig. 3 . 
where D is the elastic operator. The adopted damage model in tension [14] is a simple scalar isotropic model, with a Rankine type damage surface:
where r p is the maximum effective principal stress and r t the tensile strength of the given cell component. In the unit, where the normal stress r b xx varies linearly in the x direction, the damage is controlled by the maximum principal The parameter A is related to the mode I or mode II fracture energies (G I and G II ) and strengths (r t and r s ) of the material, respectively, by
where E and G are the Young and shear moduli and l is the characteristic internal length of fracture [15] , which is assumed here to be the material dimension in the direction of the load.
Extension of the formulation with a plasticity model in compression
In a basic masonry cell under vertical compressive load, the elastic mismatch between the unit and the bed joint is responsible for a tension-compression state, in the plane perpendicular to the loading, of these two components, with the stiffer one in tension. Failure or degradation of the cell properties, under increasing load, can be caused by either high tension or compression stresses in the component materials. The study of the inelastic behaviour of the basic cell in compression up to failure requires therefore the introduction of a non-linear constitutive model in compression. A Drucker-Prager model has been adopted for the simulation of the plastic deformation of each cell components. Its classic formulation [16] reads as
where
Introducing the deviatoric stress measure t = a f q with
it is possible to obtain
which defines the friction angle / f and the cohesion c in the meridional plane t-p.
In uniaxial compression q = r c and p ¼ rc 3
, providing the correlation of cohesion to uniaxial experimental yield stress in compression r c :
The unknown plastic strains e p of the Drucker-Prager model are assumed to be constant in each cell component and can be derived from the total (elastic + plastic) strains e t with the return mapping algorithm, i.e. by integration over the loading path of the following system of incremental elasto-plastic equations from stage n À 1 to stage n, e.g. [17] :
Here the vector notation for stress and strains is used, being D the elastic stiffness matrix, r * the elastic predictor
g the non-associated plastic potential
in general with a dilatancy angle / d 5 / f , and finally e n p;eq the equivalent plastic strain
where the notation e p means the vector e 
where s is the deviatoric stress vector and d T = {1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0}. The equivalent plastic strain increment can be derived from Eqs. (26) and (27):
The stress state in each loading step, when plasticity is active, must lie on the Drucker-Prager yield surface, Eq. (23), which relates the equivalent stress q to the hydrostatic pressure p and the material cohesion c. Now q n and p n can be expressed through Eqs. (23), (25) , (27) where the coefficients c 1 , c 2 and c 3 depend in general on the equivalent plastic strain e p,eq through the friction angle / f and the cohesion c.
If no strain hardening-softening is present, the coefficients c 1À3 ðr nÀ1 ; De n t Þ are known and constant in each loading step and Eq. (29) can be solved directly; otherwise a standard Newton-Raphson method can be used for its solution. In this paper the friction angle is assumed to be independent from the plastic deformation, while a bi-parabolic law in e p,eq is adopted for the material yield stress. The curve r c (e p,eq ), shown in Fig. 4 , is completely defined by the material strength r c0 (the peak stress), the peak equivalent plastic strain e 0 and the post-peak specific fracture energy g c : Once the plastic multiplier Dk n is obtained, the increments of plastic strains can be derived, Eq. (27), and the equivalent plastic strain can be updated, Eq. (28), for the next loading step.
Considerations on compression-tension model coupling
With the additional Drucker-Prager model it is possible now to take into account the degradation of the mechanical properties of the cell components due not only to damage in tension, but also to plastic flow of the materials and to hardening-softening of their strengths with increasing deformations. The homogenisation-damage model of the cell internal structure can be coupled with the plasticity model of cell components in the algorithm shown in Fig. 5 . In the original basic equilibrium system of the cell, Eqs. (1)- (12), the strain variables are the elastic strains in the stress-strain relations, Eq. (10), and the total strains in the other equations, derived from geometric considerations on the deformation modes of the model. In [14] elastic and total strains coincide, because plastic deformations were not taken into account. With the introduction of plasticity and of the plastic strains as new additional variables, the total strains are chosen as master variables in all system equations. The system can immediately be applied to the new coupled model, because the stress equilibrium equations are not affected by the introduction of plastic strains, while most of the strain equations are unchanged, being already formulated in terms of total strains. Only Eq. (10), which represent the elastic stress-strain relations, have obviously to be replaced by the usual decomposition of elastic plus plastic strain, resulting in
The inner loop in Fig. 5 is an iterative process, in which at each cycle the system of equilibrium equations is solved to obtain the unknown stresses in each masonry component and total strains, making use of the damage coefficients and of the plastic strains of unit and joints from the previous iteration. Both damage and plasticity of each cell component are checked at each loading step. Coupling of damage and plasticity is straightforward, based on the effective stress concept, used e.g. in [18] , according to which the plastic deformation is driven by the undamaged stresses. The damage coefficients and the plastic strains can then be updated, respectively, with the new undamaged stresses, by means of the damage model, and with the new total strains, by means of the plasticity model. The process is iterated until convergence of the coefficients and of the strains, within an input tolerance (a value of 10 À3 was used in all calculations). Of course, this coupling leads to some difficulties in case of changes in the loading path and load reversal but additional refinements are outside the scope of the present paper.
The outer loop is the cycle related to the incremental loading steps, in which e 0 yy , the normal cell strain perpendicular to the bed joint, is increased, as usual in displacement driven experimental tests. The damaged stresses in the cell components at each loading step can be derived from the values of the converged effective internal stresses. The unknown homogenised cell stress r 
Model validation with FEM results
The homogenisation model, with tension damage and compression plasticity, and the algorithm described in the previous section have been implemented in a computer program for the simulation up to failure of a basic masonry cell under axial compressive loading perpendicular to the bed joint. For this problem numerical results are available from the accurate FEM calculations of Pina-Henriques and Lourenço [10] in the case of a masonry cell with solid soft-mud bricks of dimensions 250 · 120 · 55 mm 3 and mortar joint thickness of 10 mm. These FEM analyses, aimed at the simulation of the deformation controlled tests of Binda et al. [19] , have been carried out with very detailed meshes (see Fig. 6 ) either in plane stress, plane strain and enhanced plane strain with constant but non-zero normal strains in the out-of-plane direction, being the latter considered the closest possible plane representation of the three-dimensional behaviour. Considering the symmetry of the cell in Fig. 6 , only the upper right quarter (corresponding to the basic cell of the micromechanical model) was modelled in the FEM study and the total number of degrees of freedom was around 7500. Symmetry boundary conditions were assumed for the two sides along the symmetry axes and periodicity conditions for the two sides on the external boundary of the cell. The non-linear behaviour of the cell components has been simulated by means of Drucker-Prager plasticity in compression and Rankine model or cracking in tension. Three different types of mortar were taken into consideration and the material properties used in the analyses are summarized in Table 1 . Mortar 1 is a weak mortar, mortars 2 and 3 are stiffer than the brick, and mortar 3 is stronger than the brick. The material data used by the homogenisation model are exactly the same as in [10] . The homogenisation model requires the exponential coefficient A of the damage in tension, Eq. (15), and the specific compression fracture energy g c , which can be derived from the data in Table 1 , respectively, by means of Eq. (16) and of g c ¼ Gc l through the characteristic fracture lengths. In tension the characteristic length for the damage model is assumed to be the component dimension perpendicular to the expected crack direction, i.e. l = 10 mm for the head and bed joint and l = 250 mm for the brick. In compression, according to a similar ''localized'' and ''mesh independent'' approach, the thickness of the material in the direction of the compressive loading is adopted as characteristic length, i.e. l = 10 mm for the bed joint and l = 55 mm for the brick.
The axial stress vs. axial strain curves of both the micromechanical model and the FEM analysis, for masonry prisms with mortar type 1, 2 and 3 (identified, respectively, by MU1, MU2 and MU3), are given in Figs. 7-9. The (Fig. 7 ) the plastic flow of the mortar joints starts very early in the loading path, while the brick non-linear behaviour begins a little later. The brick is in a tension-compression-tension state, while the mortar is in a tri-axial compression state for the lateral containment effect of the stiffer brick. The head joint suffers some negligible damage in tension just before the complete failure of the brick in tension, which leads to the catastrophic failure of the entire cell. For the intermediate mortar strength, MU2 (Fig. 8) , the brick does not fail in tension because the lower elastic mismatch between the elastic stiffness of the two components is not sufficient for the brick to reach its limit strength, but the cell fails due to the crushing (softening) of the brick itself. In cell MU3 (Fig. 9 ) the plastic flow starts earlier in the brick than in the bed joint, due to the higher strength of the mortar. The inversion of the elastic mismatch between mortar and brick in this case (the mortar is much stiffer than the brick) yields in this case a tension-tension-compression state of the bed joint. A substantial (57%) isotropic damage in tension is reached in the bed joint, but the failure of the masonry cell is driven again by the crushing of the brick. The damage of the mortar in the bed is due to the high tension in the x and z direction. The masonry cell strengths calculated with the homogenisation model for the three different mortar types are summarized in Table 2 , where they are compared with the accurate FEM results of [10] . The agreement is very good in all three cases, with a maximum error below 3%, in the case of the high strength mortar. Here, only the FEM and homogenisation results have been discussed, while the difference between the experimental results and the homogenised results is addressed in the next section.
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis is a key issue in masonry due to the usual large scatter of mechanical properties. Here, the effects of a 25% reduction of unit and mortar strengths (compared to the reference values in Table 1 In brackets the deviation to the experimental value. brick. If the unit compression strength is sufficiently high, the brick fails in tension and the masonry strength is sensitive only to the unit tensile strength (20% reduction in Fig. 11 ). Fig. 10 shows nevertheless that, by decreasing the unit compression strength, the masonry failure mode changes from unit cracking in tension to unit crushing in compression, with a 14% reduction of the masonry strength. The only key parameter becomes the unit compression strength. In presence of a stiffer and stronger mortar MU3, the unit tensile strength does not play any role in the response because the unit is tri-axially compressed (Fig. 13) . The only important parameter in this case is again the unit compression strength with a 21% reduction shown in Fig. 12 . The sensitivity of the response to compression and tensile mortar strengths is much lower.
According to the homogenisation model, the other material properties of the masonry components do not affect the final strength of the composite, but can only change the deformation path of the composite. This work is focused on the masonry strength and a detailed discussion on the non-linear softening of masonry after failure with the present model is left for future research and will not be presented here. Nevertheless, it is stressed that a variation of the Young's modulus of unit and mortar obviously influences the stiffness of the composite, while the value of the compression fracture energies of both components have considerable influence only on the post-peak behaviour of the masonry, when a softening phase is present.
Homogenisation model and experimental results
For the purpose of validation of the proposed model, and the inherent usage of continuum mechanics for estimation of masonry strength in compression, it is of relevance to consider different testing programs available in the literature. The obvious difficulty is that the material data requested for advanced simulations is usually unavailable. Nevertheless, three independent testing programs are considered next because they have provided a comprehensive description of masonry prisms/wallets and masonry components.
Binda's experimental results vs. homogenisation
The problems used for the validation of the homogenisation model in the previous section are the experimental tests of [19] , where masonry prisms, built up with nine courses of bricks in a stretcher bond configuration and with a mortar joint parallel to the face of the prism, are submitted to a deformation controlled compression perpendicular to the bed joint. Three different types of mortar, with material properties given in Table 1 , have been used. Prisms MU1, MU2 and MU3 are built with mortars 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The measured prism strengths are given in Table 2 , where they are compared with the numerical results obtained with the homogenisation model and the FEM analysis. The calculated prism strengths overestimate the experimental strengths in all three cases by 70-80%. The results of the micromechanical model are in quite good agreement with the FEM results, so the analytical model proves to be able to catch the main mechanisms triggered by a continuum finite element approach to the simulation of a masonry cell under compression, which is the aim of the proposed homogenisation approach. The FEM stress analysis largely overestimates the strength of the masonry prisms and, as mentioned in the Introduction, that seems a general limitation of standard continuum mechanics in masonry simulation [10] . It can be also mentioned that the Flemish bond in Binda's prisms is different and more complex than the running bond assumed in both the FEM simulation and the homogenisation model. An other issue are also the different curing conditions of the mortar of the specimens and in the prisms, which can lead to very different material properties. 
Vermeltfoort's experimental results vs. homogenisation
Vermeltfoort [3, 4] carried out a large number of compression tests on masonry specimens with different types of units and mortars. The brick dimensions are roughly 200 · 100 · 50 mm 3 . Both wallets and prisms were tested. The homogenisation model described in this paper applies to masonry in stretcher bond configuration, therefore the comparison has been carried out with the material strength measured on the wallet, made with two bricks in width and five courses of bricks. The data of the units and the mortars chosen for the numerical simulation are given in Table 3 . Here, VE is a soft mud brick, JG a wire cut brick and CS a calcium silicate brick. The mechanical data have been obtained by testing of unit and mortar prisms independently [4] with the exception of the tensile fracture energy of units [20] . The tensile behaviour of mortar has been considered linear elastic because the influence in the results is minor, as shown in Section 3.1.
The calculated masonry strengths are given in Table 4 , together with Vermeltfoort's experimental results, for the six masonry wallets taken into account. There is a large variation of the error (from À17% to +93%), with the numerical values always overestimating the experimental ones, except in one case. The calculated strength is almost constant for the samples with the same mortar but different unit, while the measured data varies significantly. The reason for this behaviour of the homogenisation model is that, as shown in Section 3.1, in this case the main brick parameter, driving the compression response of the specimen, is the brick tensile strength, which is almost identical in the three bricks. The correctness of the experimental results are not under discussion here but it is noted that a unusually large anisotropy was found for the strength of brick VE, with a tensile strength in the vertical direction of only 1.5 N/mm 2 .
McNary's experimental results vs. homogenisation
The homogenisation model has been compared also with the numerical and experimental results of McNary and Abrams [5] . McNary's computational model is based on the theory proposed by [21] , a simple elastic mechanical model for stack-bond masonry, where mortar Young's modulus and Poisson's coefficient are expressed as functions of the vertical and lateral stresses. These functions account for the non-linear behaviour of mortar and have to be determined by tri-axial compression tests. Four mortar types and two bricks types (an ''under-burned paver'' and a ''colonial satin cored'') have been used for the tests and combined in eight different masonry prisms of one brick width. The material properties found by McNary's tests and other sources for mortars and units are given in Table 5 . The mechanical data have been obtained by testing of unit and mortar prisms independently [22] with the exception of the tensile and compressive fracture energy of units, estimated from [23] . The tensile behaviour of mortar has been considered again linear elastic.
Calculated and measured prism strengths are shown in Table 6 . The homogenisation model results show a significant improvement compared to the McNary's analysis (the average error decreases from 32% to 10%) and are in good agreement with the experimental values.
Experimental results vs. simplified formulas
Masonry strength can be estimated by means of formulas based on simplified models or code specifications. In Table 7 the experimental and homogenisation model results are compared with the values obtained with the equations proposed by [24] [25] [26] and the specifications of CEN [11] and ACI [12] . In the ACI equation the mean strength f c has been calculated from the specified design strength f m assuming f c = f m + 1.34r, with the standard deviation r = 10% f c . Similarly in the CEN equation the In brackets the deviation to the experimental value.
mean masonry strength has been obtained from the characteristic strength f c,k with f c = f c,k + 1.64r and r = 10% f c . In Table 7 Hendry's equations, being between the lowest of all considered approaches. It can be also observed that in Vermeltfoort's cases with clay bricks even the ACI and CEN specifications fail to be a conservative prediction of the masonry strength.
Conclusions
The present paper addresses two different issues, namely a novel non-linear homogenisation approach for masonry In brackets the deviation to the experimental value. Table 7 Comparison between all measured masonry strengths and prediction using simplified formulations (Mpa) including tensile damage and compressive plasticity, and a comparison between the homogenised approach and experimental results of masonry under compression. The main goal of the paper is to show that the proposed homogenised model can reproduce almost exactly the results of a non-linear finite element calculation, at a marginal fraction of the computational effort. In addition, it is shown that the strength of mortar has limited influence in the response of the masonry composite, but the results are more sensitive to the unit compression strength and unit tensile strength. This last parameter is only relevant if the unit is subjected to bi-axial tension, which is the usual case of masonry built using weak mortars.
A comparison, focused on the ultimate masonry strength (in most cases the only experimental result available), between the model, three different testing programs and several simplified formulas, indicate that all the different approaches (including the homogenised model) are incapable of reproducing the experimental results. It is well known that the mechanical properties of mortar inside a composite can be quite different from the properties of specimens cast separately of the same mortar, due to different curing conditions. Another issue is that the volumetric behaviour of tri-axially compressed solids requires a cap model for an accurate description of volume change. These effects can justify some of the differences found between homogenised and experimental values but the key issue seems to be a general limitation of continuum mechanics. Alternative discontinuum modelling approaches that consider the micro-structure of quasi-brittle materials seem therefore needed to study the uniaxial compressive behaviour of masonry.
